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The Efficient Advantage
Cboe Silexx’s passion and single focus to win in every part of our approach to risk management and trading, clearly places SILEXX
OEMS in a league of its own.
How?
Efficiency is the culmination of power, speed, aggregation, access, and simplicity. SILEXX OEMS leverages its vendor neutrality and
brings together top-tier liquidity providers and clearing firms in one platform.

>>Execution: SILEXX OEMS offers a multitude of routing destinations. This not only expands the access to top level execution
algorithms and dark pools, it additionally provides redundant routing paths to a broad range of market participants.

>>Clearing: We can give you access to top-tier firms.
>>Risk Management: Perform risk analysis, volatility impact studies, and evaluate extreme risk conditions in real-time.
>>Intuitive Design: SILEXX OEMS’s simple-to-use interface will have you trading and managing risk in minutes.
>>Value: Time and money are two important considerations for all trading operations. By combining risk management, trading

and analytics into one system and integrating into major clearing firms and execution gateways, SILEXX OEMS can save you time
and money.

>>Accessibility: It must be intuitive. We believe the ease at which you can access relevant information is vital. SILEXX OEMS’s
interface is designed and continuously evaluated to be highly intuitive so as to promote easy access to that valuable
information.

>>Agnostic: We believe in the freedom of choice.
>>Customer Service: The customer is King. Our staff of market professionals is proficient with the inner workings of the financial

markets and technical systems. Not only are we here to assist your needs, we also value your input to make our services better.

The answer is simple, SILEXX OEMS.
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Execution
Efficient execution in the market place is about speed and accessibility. SILEXX OEMS offers a variety of execution
services in conjunction with our execution partners, including API.
Order Ticket

>

Tickets
Trading
>>Order
>>Basket
Two different order tickets that are customizable: Order
Store a variety of orders including, complex orders,
Ticket and Depth Ticket.

(Multi-Leg) Orders
>>Complex
Place multi-leg option strategies or buy-write orders
natively at the exchanges and enjoy the benefits of
reducing leg risk.

Ticket
>>Algo
Trading VWAP, TWAP, or a host of execution algorithms?

spreads, equities, options, or futures. Sort, change, and
work a list of orders from one screen.

>>API
If you have designed your proprietary trading system,
then our API will give you access to market data and
execution.

Our Algo Ticket makes it easy to set-up and execute.

>

Algo Ticket

Risk Management
SILEXX OEMS offers a risk management suite that analyzes financial
products and portfolios, measures volatility impacts, risk and what-if
situations in real-time.
What happens if volatility increases 25%? A stock gaps on news?
Fed changes interest rates?
SILEXX OEMS is more than a trading tool, providing you with the ability
to access your (or your client’s) positions, receive drop-copies from third
parties, and analyze risk, all in real-time. This makes SILEXX OEMS an
exceptional platform for risk managers as they can view firm-wide risk,
aggregate executions from third parties and proprietary systems and
multiple clearing firms on one screen.

Get in control with Risk Radar X — the solution!
Our flagship risk module uses a basic hierarchy structure to view risk
from a top-down approach. Being able to view firm-wide risk on one
screen is paramount in these markets; however, the “WHERE is the risk
coming from?” question is just as vital. With one click you can sort firm
risk by a variety of methods: by product, account number, margin, or
even through customized risk considerations.

>

Risk Radar

Analytics

Analytics are an important part of risk management, developing strategies, and making trading decisions. SILEXX
OEMS offers a full array of features to help you understand your position as well as the market; from charting to
volatility analysis.

Analyzer
>>Position
View a powerful graphical representation of your position. Switch between the current P&L, as well as GREEKS.

Volatility Skew

>

Create “what if” positions and measure market impacts based on price, volatility, and interest rate changes. You can
even design new positions and execute complex option orders right from the Position Analyzer screen.

Skew
>>Volatility
Are traders buying more puts than calls? How much has volatility increased? The Volatility Skew module gives you a
graphical representation of the implied volatility of a financial product. You can also change and set the entire skew
or individual volatility levels as you anticipate the market changing.

>>Charting
SILEXX OEMS includes a complete charting package with a host of customizable technical analytics. Charts have a
link feature to other modules that auto-populates them with financial products in one click.

>

Charting

Please visit Silexx.com or email sales@silexx.com for more details.
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